Abstract: Maxwell's description of electromagnetism in terms of the 'electrokinetic momentum' of the 'electrical fluid', in place of the Faraday concept of magnetic flux, forms a part of an electromagnetic theory which is formulated in terms of charges and potentials, instead of fields. It defines momentum as a property of all moving charge, equally important in DC and powerfrequency applications as it is to the communication engineer. It is intimately associated with electromagnetic energy transfer, and to Poynting's theorem, which has been reformulated in chargepotential terms in a recent paper. The present purpose is to separate and clarify the various different definitions of electromagnetic momentum which emerge from Maxwell's suggestion, and to examine their practical advantages, to the engineer, when compared with the usual D x B vector.
Introduction
The success of Maxwell's field equations in predicting electromagnetic energy radiation has led to the acceptance of the concepts of electromagnetic properties of empty space, including energy storage and flow, as inseparable from electromagnetism. But, as has been shown elsewhere [l] , these concepts are neither necessary, nor particularly convenient in engineering applications, when compared with Maxwell's alternative suggestion [2] of attributing magnetic properties to the 'electrical fluid' inside the conductors, instead of the magnetic flux outside. This forms a part of a retarded action-at-a-distance theory which is expressed in terms of the charges and potentials [3] , and which, although it is very closely related to field theory, differs fundamentally from it in that all of the electromagnetic properties are attributed to the charges themselves, not to the empty space around them.
The most obvious is momentum. The idea of electromagnetic radiation carrying with it a momentum, and hence exerting a force on any absorbing surface, epitomises the properties which are customarily taken as direct experimental evidence of the existence of the field. But, as is well recognised [4-91, these properties are unsupported by any evidence which is independent of the way in which they are defined. All that matters, to the engineer, is convenience and simplicity of application, and momentum is a field property which is fraught with conceptual and practical difficulties, as illustrated, for example, by the uncertainty of the form which it takes inside polarised materials [5, . Its application is limited to high-frequency devices such as waveguides, where it causes doubt when applied to different modes [l5] , and it fails completely at sufficiently low frequencies, including DC, for reasons which are obscure even to those most familiar with it [16] . Page and Adams [17] have shown, for example, that the unbalance in the action/reaction forces between two current elements at right-angles to each other is due to the field momentum, but it seems that only Cullwick [18] has accounted for the failure of this explanation when applied to closed circuits, and his treatment depends on field concepts which many would reject (Sections 5 and 6).
The purpose of the paper is to separate the various descriptions of momentum which result from the fluxbased and charge-based alternatives, and to show how this illuminates and clarifies both the concept and its practical application. The treatment rests on the use of the retarded potentials, whose mathematical and relativistic (4-vector) properties are well known, and the canonical momentum, which is likewise familiar to physicists, so that the only novelty is in their use by engineers. Their practical implications are illustrated by considering a uniform planewave, produced by a sinusoidally varying source, which provides a classic example of field momentum, and is applicable to a wide range of devices, including DC, by change of frequency. The close relationship between momentum, energy and stress makes it necessary to consider some aspects of all three, but the property of most interest is the momentum, and the charge-potential equivalent of the Maxwell field stress will be examined in more detail elsewhere.
Alternative definitions of momentum
As is proved in many texts, any system of static charges, of density p, has an energy which is given by either of the 
D = E~E
'Pure' field theory [ 3 ] is characterised by the assumption that the field energy density E x D/2 represents the 'real' energy distribution, in some absolute sense, and the energy density p 4 / 2 is a mere mathematical equivalent. This is the assumption which is made in almost all modern texts, although not always consistently [ 3 ] , nor always unquestioned [&SI. Charge-potential theory is characterised by the opposite view; i.e. the energy density is assumed, consistently, to be ~~$ 1 2 , and all the electromagnetic properties described accordingly. The potential 4, related to p by occupies the central role, the concept of the field E is subordinate to it and the flux density D is no longer of any interest.
When the charges are moving, in some arbitrary way, the electrostatic interactions between them can be generalised to include all mutual forces due to position, by retarding the potential 4. The effect of charge velocity u is described by the vector A given by (3) both p and U being the 'past' or time-retarded values. That is, the contributions at point P, and time t, from the charges in a volume element at another point Q are propagated at velocity c, so that 4 and A depend on the values of p and u at a time t -r/c, where r is the distance between Q and P. The A contribution at P, from any group of charge moving at velocity U, can, therefore, also be written A = u4/c2 (4) where 4 is the potential due to the same group at P.
These relationships define both the gauge (i.e. div A ) and the datum values, and thus specify 4 and A uniquely.
Acceleration effects, including energy radiation, emerge as a direct consequence of the retardation, as is easily illustrated graphically [ 19, 201, giving a remarkably simple alternative to the field description of the electromagnetic properties of charges moving in any arbitrary way, subject to the usual velocity limit c. The relationships form an essential part of modern electromagnetic theory, but are usually treated as auxiliary to the field equations, whereas here they are used in place of them. The force, per unit volume, which acts on any other group of charge is given, equally simply and generally, by
when 'viewed' in the reference frame in which those charges are stationary. This expression (familiar to Maxwell, although not in vector notation, as well as other early writers) defines A. It separates the electromagnetic force into two parts, one of which depends on the 102 positions of the source charges. The other depends on their velocity, so that the vector gc = PA (6) represents a momentum density whose direction is that of the vector A . Maxwell's 'electrokinetic momentum vector', measuring the momentum per unit charge, replaces the field concept of magnetic vector potential. Here, for clarity and simplicity, the term 'potential' will be reserved for 4. It may be observed that, although 4
and A are components of a 4-vector which are partly interchangeable in a Lorentz transformation, so also are the field vectors E and B, and the charge and current densities, so that the distinction between 4 and A is just as 'real', or physically meaningful, as that between E and B, or between p and J.* One difference between electrokinetic and 'mechanical' momentum mu is in the velocity, which is that of the source of A, not the charges p, among which the momentum is distributed. Another is the mutual property of pA. Changes in the velocity of any charge group causes forces on every other group in the vicinity (regardless of its motion), as is illustrated by a parallel-wire circuit, in which both wires contribute to the A vector, so that the momentum of each electron stream depends on the proximity of the other. The description in terms of p A provides no 'mechanism' to account for this effect, other than relating it directly to the forces due to 4 (eqn. 4), but all the engineer requires is the means of calculating the interactions, not 'explaining' them. As the assumption of continuity underlies macroscopic electromagnetic theory, every source can be resolved into indefinitely small components,? and all electrokinetic momentum is mutual.
Eqn. 6 contrasts with the more usual concept of momentum as a field property. The total electromagnetic force F, obtained by integrating the force density
in any arbitrary reference frame, can also be expressed [23] in the form where the field momentum density (9) is proportional to the power density, or energy transfer rate E x H, which provides the rate of change of field
I so that the momentum can be visualised as the mass of this field energy travelling at velocity c. In eqn. 8, the integral must extend over the whole of the space occupied by the field (i.e. through all space), in a universe which is occupied only by the system under examination.
It gives the force (if any) on the system as a whole, but tells us nothing about the forces on the separate components, contrary to what is sometimes assumed (Section 12). In contrast, p A defines momentum in terms of the charges on which the forces act, and does not depend on frequency or on whether the system is radiating energy or not.
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Velocity effects
One of the differences centres on the treatment of velocity. Whereas eqn. 5 defines 4 and A in accordance with the positions and velocities of the sources, the field approach distinguishes between the E and B vectors by the motion of the charges on which the forces act. Eqn. 5 can be replaced by f = PE defining only a single field vector E, but it does not follow, as is often claimed, that the distinction between the 4 and A components is physically meaningless, merely that attention has to be transferred from the test charge p to the sources. It is their velocity which defines the momentum. Most of the difficulties and apparent paradoxes of field theory (e.g. Sections 11 and 12) are due to the concentration of attention on the field, at the expense of the sources, whereas the charge-potential approach necessarily keeps in view both of the two sets of charge which are involved in every electromagnetic interaction.
Current-carrying conductors provide one example of the consequences. The difference between 'electromotive' and 'mechanical' forces tends to be a source of some mystery, because field theory treats the conductor as a single, homogeneous, source of two fields, E and B, whereas the real material consists of two groups of charge in relative motion. Maxwell's 'electrical fluid' acquires a momentum of density
as a consequence of the force which acts on the electrons, of density p -, in the conduction energy band. As these are, by definition, free to move axially relative to the stationary lattice charges, of density p + , a 'current element' must necessarily be treated as two independent groups of charge, not one, when considering axial components of force, and a failure to recognise this simple point undermines the extensive literature on the nature of the 'mechanical' forces on such elements. Eqn. 1 1 defines the inertia of the electron stream, distinguishing the back EMF in eqn. 5 from the applied voltage, and determines the amount of inductive energy which is stored in any device. It is directly observable, as a mechanical force, at corners and bends (Section 6). 
Travelling waves
The classical description of field momentum is in terms of a travelling (TEM) wave, consisting of a disturbance travelling in the z-direction along parallel conductors of uniform section. The system is subject to the condition q, = c in = 0 in all transverse planes, where q, is the charge per unit length on the nth conductor and in is the current in it. The current flow is confined to the z-direction, so that eqn. 4 likewise restricts the retarded momentum vector A to one component, and a wave which is transverse in its field properties is entirely longitudinal when described in terms of its sources. It will be assumed, initially, that there are no losses and that the spaces around the conductors are empty, so that any disturbance necessarily travels at the retardation velocity c. As A is confined to the z-direction, it makes no contribution to the voltages between conductors, measured in the stationary reference frame. These are due to 4, whose retarded values, in any transverse plane, depend on the past history of the source charges in such a plane, moving with the disturbance at velocity c. Hence, the l/r term in eqn. 2 is replaced by log, r and the problem of calculating 4 reduces to that of solving for the 2-dimensional capacitance coefficients C, , giving
4, = qJCn
(14)
Provided that there are no charges on the conductors other than those caused by the disturbance, the current continuity condition [ 11 becomes 1, = qn C ( 1 5 4
A n = 4 J c (16) and, from eqn. 5, accordance with eqn. 17. In contrast to the chargepotential formulation, in which the only quantities of interest are those on the conductor surfaces, all the field components are needed everywhere in the surrounding space. Maxwell The effects of losses are considered in Section 10, and polarisable materials in Section 11. Other wave modes, generating transverse components of momentum PA due to transverse currents, appear in charge-potential terms as A-waves, corresponding to the H-waves of field theory. Likewise, the E-waves, having no transverse momentum, can be described as &waves, of which the TEM-type is a specific example. Replacing the field by the chargepotential description is straightforward, but requires a considerable change in viewpoint, because attention is directed entirely to the conditions in the conductors, particularly in the launch device, and the modes are determined by the standing waves in the end walls, in place of the field patterns in a waveguide interior. This requires a longer treatment than can be included here, where the detailed comparison must be limited to the simplest mode.
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Equivalence of field and charge-potential pro pert ies quency, and is given by r r where Po = P + + P -(20) is the net charge density. The field integration extends over the entire cross-sectional plane, and the po integration over the conductor intersections, allocating to each the same total energy as in the surrounding field annulus bounded by the nearest 4 = 0 surface. The equivalence between the two different energy distributions can be shown by integrating E -012, and also follows from eqn. 1, but applied now under dynamic conditions. Although it is commonly stated that eqn. 1 is limited to statics, and this is used to justify the need for field theory, no evidence is given to support the assertion. The equivalence depends on the absence of any component of A in the transverse plane, i.e. on the use of a retarded A, defining a vector which has sources given by the Lorentz gauge The quantity of most interest, for the present purpose, is the momentum, whose density, per unit length, is likewise
This is the system momentum, representing the net forces on p o , as distinct from the momentum density p -A of the 'electrical fluid' component. Eqn. 24 shows that the partial momentum of the fluid can be translated into field terms
The potential or pressure energy density, per unit length, due to the travelling wave, varies at twice the supply freto4 if D-is suitably defined. It is the flux density which would appear in the annular region around each conduc-tor if the crystal lattice charges p + were removed, leaving only the 'fluid', of density p -per unit volume, or 4,-per unit length, but with the proviso that the boundary condition imposed by the 4 = 0 contour remains the same. (26) so that the momentum can be interpreted as a mass of density mo , per unit length, moving at velocity c s s
where m, = * D)/c2 ds = p o 4/c2 ds = 1 qn 4,,/c2 (28) That is, m, is the mass of the stored energy, which has equal pressure-energy and kinetic-energy contributions, and the relationship which is familiar in field terms applies also to the charges. in a pipe, giving zero C-in a closed system. It can be expressed in field terms, using the analogue of the magnetic 'flux-cutting' rule is carried by the field instead of the charges. This shows how the field contributions can be separated, but the difficulties associated with motion in field theory are illustrated by the notation which is required to write eqn. 30 unambiguously in field terms.
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A flat conducting sheet of suitable conductivity provides a termination which will absorb the energy and momentum of the wave without reflection. Expressed in chargepotential terms, the surface current density Js in the tubes defines a local surface impedance, per unit periphery Momentum pressure on a matched termination z s = 4lJs (32) which is matched by the sheet at all points at which they join. That is, in the transverse xy-plane, and it makes no contribution to A . The latter reflects the requirement that the current in the termination responds instantaneously to any disturbance in the form of a planewave, and has no momentum or inertia.
In the conventional field view, the power loss E . J: is accounted for by the Poynting vector E H, representing energy flow into the sheet from empty space, whereas the J4 vector describes the same energy as flowing from the supply along the tubes and radially outwards through the sheet. As div J is zero (in the absence of charge), the divergence of J4 is J -grad 4, and matches the power dissipation. The force which is exerted on the sheet is usually taken as evidence of the field momentum D x B, but can be regarded equally as a demonstration of po A (eqn. 24), or of the electron stream momentum p -A . The motion of the conduction electrons, through the sheet, subjects them to a force j , = ag-/at = p -aA/at = p -U aA/ar = J' aA/ar (34) in addition to the aA/at forces experienced in the stationary reference frame. Here, 6r is parallel to the S vector in the sheet, defining a co-ordinate system which shows, from eqns. 16 and 33, thatj, is the J x B force on the pcharges. It is transferred to the crystal lattice by the resulting electrostatic field. p -A describes, in action-at-adistance terms, f, forces which are otherwise comparable with those in a hosepipe carrying water, giving an interpretation of momentum pressure valid at all frequencies, down to zero. The field equivalent is D -x B (eqn. 25), but most engineers would find that, rather than clarifying an already difficult concept, this further obscures it.
The customary field description, due to Maxwell [2] , of momentum pressure due to the wave motion, at velocity c, shows that the force is given by Goc, which can be expressed either as half the sum of E D and H * B, or by either alone (eqns. 18 and 24). Eqn. 15 can be written in the form [16] , illustrate the problems which it creates. The charge-potential approach shows that the difficulties are entirely artificial, because there is always a real, physical, process of charge transfer and a corresponding description of the transfer of energy and mass. It depends on the physical model (so that copper behaves very differently from a plasma, for example), but this is both appropriate and necessary, as it is the materials whose behaviour the engineer seeks to understand, modify and control, not events in empty space.
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Standing waves
The concept of radiation pressure depends on travelling waves, whereas changes in the geometry or the materials more commonly produce standing waves, or the superposition of both. Consider, for example, an obstacle consisting of a sheet of negligible resistance, shown in Fig. 2 for a typical conductor pair. Reducing E to zero removes the Poynting vector E x H from the surface of the sheet 106 to match the zero loss, and it likewise removes the momentum density D x B, so that there is no longer any momentum pressure, although there is still a force. This 
where 2S denotes the Maxwell stress tensor, integrated over the surface s, which defines the boundary of the volume integral, denoted U . This gives the force on one part of any system by drawing s so that it encloses that part, and is not limited to travelling waves because the change in D x B does not have to be accounted locally by absorption at the part. However, it requires care in its application, because of the mixing of momentum and stress.
For example, a volume v may be defined to include the end surface in Fig. 2 by choosing s so that it is contained between two transverse planes of infinite extent. But this includes part of the axial conductors, as well as the obstacle, and, if the conductors are lossy, the axial force on them will not be zero (Scction 10). They may be excluded from the U by incorporating 'sleeves' into s, chosen so as to pass around the conductors, but the corresponding Maxwell stresses must then be included. Moreover, there is no transverse plane in Fig. 2 in which 2S makes zero contribution to the axial force, other than those drawn to the right of the obstacle. The only way of removing either of the right-hand terms from eqn. 37 is to draw s, so that it closely envelops the obstacle, showing that the force is given by the Maxwell stress, not the momentum.
The same difficulty in relating forces to D x B appears in other applications, because the part of interest is seldom isolated. For example, the picture of a simple dipole radiating energy, and therefore momentum, causing a 'mechanical' reaction on it, assumes a hypothetical source without supply connections. The real dipole requires input leads, and a surface s which surrounds it, and intersects these leads, will also intersect the E x H vector around them, giving no net energy flow if the dipole is loss-free, but nonzero 2S. Including the source inside s allows the use of eqn. 8, provided that 'S can be shown to integrate to zero, but, by comparison with Fig. 2 , there must be a component of force on the transverse connections to the source, so that the force on the dipole depends on the details of the conductor arrangement.
Eqn. 37 shows that, in general, changes in D x B have no local effect on the charges, so that the field momentum does not 'explain' the force on any material object, except by invoking the concept of an action which is both remote and instantaneous. The same point [l] underlies the Maxwell equations:
curl E = -asjat curl H = J + aojat and which, when integrated in space, require that E at some point P depends on changes in B at points remote from P, but coincident in time, and likewise that H depends on simultaneous, but remote, values of J and D. The Maxwell stresses are postulated to account locally for (i.e. 'cause') the observable forces, as in Fig. 2 , and the righthand side of eqn. 37 shows that, as a consequence, changes in stress require a term to keep the volume elements of empty space in equilibrium. The momentum Go is, in effect, invented to provide this equilibrium.
In a travelling wave, the concepts of stress and momentum pressure are virtually indistinguishable, while under other conditions it is simpler, both conceptually and practically, to account for forces in terms of stress, as this requires surface, not volume, integrals. Expressed in 4-vector notation, momentum and stress are components of the same tensor, and it is remarkable that 2S is so often rejected as a 'real' 'physical' quantity, when no such reservations are expressed about D x B. Indeed, the latter is widely regarded as one of the fundamental concepts of modern physics.
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The charge-potential interpretation transfers the energy, momentum and stress to the po equivalent of the conductors, and thus transfers to them the 'mechanism' by which Charge-potential view of system momentum and stress the force Fe on the obstacle is conveyed. In the standing wave, the magnetic field stress H * B/2 at the obstacle is replaced by an electric field stress E * Dl2 a quarter wavelength away, so that here Fe is 'explained' by the mutual repulsion between the electric field lines. The same force is accounted for in charge-potential terms by the mutual repulsion between the po charges. From eqn. 19, the total axial force can be expressed in either of the two forms: F = E * DJ2 ds = P O 412 ds (38) s s
That is, the force density which is required to produce a given energy density depends on where the energy is assumed to be stored. The field and charge-potential descriptions are equally arbitrary, but they are not equally convenient, or equally convincing to engineers, to whom the need for a force to compress the charges is much more 'real' than the equivalent compression of empty space.
In regions of the standing wave where the static pressure p4J2 is zero, it is replaced by a kinetic pressure, given by
s s where J * AJ2 is the charge-potential equivalent of the magnetic field stress. The hydraulic analogy is obvious, but needs care, because J is interpreted here as po c, not p -U , to retain consistency with the field description. In regions between the planes of maximum pressure, the sum of po 412 and J -A/2 is not constant and the stability of the po charges is accounted for by the changes in the momentum density po A, just as the stability of empty space is accounted for by D x B in the field description. Although the charge stability condition is easily demonstrated algebraically, this is unnecessary because it follows at once from the equivalences set out in Section 5, which now acquire a much wider significance.
Although the implications of a charge-based alternative to the field stress cannot be examined in detail here, the concept can be put into perspective by considering a static example. The mutual forces between any excess charges on a conductor (Fig. 3) can be explained either by the field stress pulling on the surface from the outside, or by an electrical pressure po4J2 pushing from the inside. Both are valid alternatives to the concept of longrange mutual repulsions, giving a total of three different, and equally arbitrary, ways of predicting the observable effects (i.e. the lattice strain). All three depend on the system properties of po as distinct from those of the fluid P -.
The differences are illustrated, in the standing wave, by drawing a cross-sectional plane in Fig. 2 
A second is to use the concept of force transfer through the field, and 'intercept' it by integrating the field stress. The third is to treat it as another equivalent shortrange force; i.e. by the electrical analogue of the static pressure which the particles of material or fluid (although p o , not p -) exert on each other. The concept of the fields on the two sides of the surface pressing against each other is replaced by that of a mutual pressure between the two sets of charges, confined to the areas in which they 'come into contact'. This is, of course, a macroscopic view, just as it is in 'mechanics', in which the underlying forces are electromagnetic and the particles are never, literally, 'in contact'.
The same concepts apply to both standing and travelling waves, and further amplify the points made in The momentum density p o A, or D x B, is a property of a simplified model, and the forces on the real charges depend on the physical process of current flow. The most common example, and one which is sufficient to illustrate the differences between the alternative viewpoints, is that of conduction electron drift through a crystal lattice.
One obvious characteristic of the real source is the magnitude of the momentum density p -A . The very high charge density in the conduction energy band, of a material such as copper, gives correspondingly large electromotive force densities p -grad 4 and opposing momentum densities (eqn. 5). The resulting mechanical forces (eqn. 34) are illustrated by fault conditions in a switch, or in a machine end winding, in which the momentum of the moving charges p -A may be sufficient to cause severe damage, although the drift velocity U is less than 1 cm/s. The comparison with forces in waveguides shows the range in magnitude of p -A and the significance of the electron density p -at frequencies at which most of the conductor cross-section contributes to the electron stream. The inertia of the electrical fluid (a concept perhaps first used by Ampere [27]) reflects a charge density which, in copper, is almost inconceivably large when compared with the excess charge which can be placed on the conductor, or assembled outside it. It is this which explains its properties, particularly the size of its inertial mass density m-.
In a straight resistanceless wire, the lattice charges p + can cause no axial grad C#I field, if the lattice is assumed to be (macroscopically) uniform and rigid, and the dynamics of the moving group are then entirely due to the interactions between its members. The last assumption is
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Properties of Maxwell's electrical fluid drastic, showing the simplified nature of the model, but is sufficient for the present purpose. The removal of p + subjects the p -charges to :xtremely large forces resisting any change in density, so that the electron cloud is forced to drift at a velocity U which is very precisely uniform in the axial direction. The superimposed thermal agitation does not affect the mean positions of the electrons or the magnitude of the mutual repulsion forces which retain them in those positions. This picture of an exceedingly 'rigid', or incompressible, 'fluid', with correspondingly high energy and mass densities, is very different from that conveyed by the usual quantum-mechanical calculation of the mass of the electron in the crystal lattice [28] , which assumes that only the one electron is free to move. By definition, all contribute to the process of current flow, which determines the macroscopic electromagnetic properties, including p -A .
When a circuit consisting of a pair of long straight wires carrying direct current is terminated, for example at SR (Fig. 4) , the z-component A , of the vector A is 4 reduced by a half, because of the 'missing current' beyond SR. The momentum of the conduction electrons diminishes as they approach R along QR, and increases as they recede from S along ST, so that the obstacle RS must necessarily produce the axial forces which are needed to keep the p -charges in QR and ST in equilibrium. It is these forces (whose mechanism will be discussed elsewhere) which provide the reaction to the momentum pressure of the p -charges on the obstacle (eqn. 34). This shows how the electron stream momentum accounts for both the force on the obstacle and the reaction to it, in a very simple and direct way, in an example in which both p o A and D x B are zero everywhere (thus undermining the Page-Adams explanation in terms of field momentum [ 171). It also provides a physical picture, corresponding to the actual charge transfer process, showing exactly what is meant by the change from the 'pure' field description, in which the reaction to Fe is accounted for by stresses in empty space, to the charge-potential alternative, in which the reaction forces are in the conductors. As, in both theories, the charges are in equilibrium, there is no way of testing between them, and the choice is merely a matter of convenience. However, the field description demands that the Maxwell stress, in space, is regarded as a real force, a concept which few writers seem willing to accept. In consequence, the forces at bends create the apparent anomaly of an action without a reaction, a problem which is commonly either ignored or dismissed on the grounds that current elements are fictitious. This carries little conviction to an engineer who finds his switch, or end winding, damaged by the interactions between the different components of the circuit.
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A finite conductivity a causes a potential gradient a4/az, along the conductor, in addition to that opposing aA,/at. E x H acquires a radial component, whereas the collision energy is extracted directly from the power vector J4, at a rate a(J4)/az = J ab/az = up-ab/az which reflects the collision force density p -&$/az. In general, the concept of energy, force and mass transfer by the charge p -fits naturally with the explanation of the losses in terms of frictional forces between the two system components, p -and p + .
The appearance of a net charge po in a parallel-wire DC circuit, produces a net electrostatic pressure (Po $12) ds = 1 ( E , W 2 ) ds (40) which varies along the conductor, giving an axial force on it. Expressed in field terms, the stress due to the transverse field components, denoted t, is directed onto the conductor by the axial components. The corresponding kinetic, or magnetic, pressure is uniform, and does not contribute. Eqn. 40 gives a 'system' view, in which the separate p -and p + charge groups are replaced by the composite po , and gives a 'mechanical' force, because the term is defined by measurements on the system comprising both groups of charge. The resulting tensile force generated when the 'pipe' is clamped at the end may have been observed by Graneau [29], who has 'exploded' fine wires by passing sufficiently large currents through them, and observed signs of fracture.
An AC source will require an additional &#/az gradient to balance the changes in p -A, together with any additional mu term due to the self mass (Section 13), but, if the latter is negligible, the two additional contributions in eqn. 5 can have no effect on the observable forces, because the p -charges remain in equilibrium. This implies the equilibrium of p + , as the difference between the forces on the two sets of charge (seen from the stationary reference frame) is confined to the U x curl A term in eqn. 7, which has no component in the direction of motion. Thus the axial force on a straight conductor is limited to that due to its resistance, under transient as well as steady-state conditions. The example illustrates the essential role of the system momentum G o , in preserving the equilibrium of po, or of empty space; its total rate of change does not give the observable forces on the charges. As was pointed out in Reference 1 , a surge travelling along previously uncharged wires produces no transverse force, no matter how long the surge persists, because the electric and magnetic components cancel out, and there is likewise no axial force, other than that due to the electron self mass and the resistance.
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Polarisable materials
The charge-potential description of energy flow through polarised materials [3] is very different from the customary field view, and this is reflected in the momentum and associated forces. When a dielectric fills the empty spaces, in Figs. 1 or 2, the polarisation vector P is confined to the transverse plane, so that the energy flow density
(41) which appears in the dielectric is at right angles to the direction of energy flow in the conductors and is physically separate from it. w, is also at right angles to the Poynting vector E x H. The wave now acquires transverse properties, due to the two 'fluids', consisting of opposite charges moving in opposite directions, which carry the polarisation energy. In general their momenta add, but, if the planewave conditions are preserved, the dielectric, like the current in the obstacle in Fig. 2 , contributes nothing to A . In the following, the symbol A denotes the axial component due to the conductor current.
The equivalent surface charge reflects this, adding the energy P * grad 412 in the dielectric to the p o 4/2 energy in the conductors. The polarisation energy distribution is similar to that of the field energy E . 012, so that the field stresses are partly replaced by the corresponding electromagnetic stresses in the electrically (and magnetically) polarisable materials. This is illustrated by the electric forces in the standing wave (Fig. 2) . Filling the empty spaces with dielectric does not alter the p -A momentum, or the force which this produces on the obstacle (eqn. 34), if the current remains the same, but it reduces the electrical pressure energy p o 4/2 in the conductor. The amount lost is transferred to the dielectric, where the P -grad 412 pressure
replaces the E * D/2 field stress, but now represents repulsion forces between the parallel dipole chains, instead of those between field lines. Eqn. 47 shows that the pressure in the dielectric is ( E -1 ) /~ times the field stress, and it is an equally simple matter to show that the conductor carries the remainder. Likewise, the tension in the field lines is replaced by attractive forces between dipoles. Both the pull and the mutual repulsion sideways are familiar to engineers in terms of the forces between bar magnets, illustrating the way in which the chargepotential description replaces the field concepts by more tangible alternatives. The system momentum likewise separates into two components: and the dielectric acquires a momentum density q s A in the surface-charge model (eqn. 42). The part of the p o A momentum which is removed from the conductor, by the reduction of p o , is transferred to the dielectric, keeping the total system momentum CO the same. The amount transferred does not depend on the physical model of the dielectric, although the distribution does.
The charge-potential description clarifies one of the long-standing problems of the field theory [5, 10, 16, 301, which is whether the magnitude of the momentum density in dielectrics is D x B or eo E x B. Eqns. 48 and 49 show that this depends on whether it is the momentum forces on the conductors or the dielectric which are of interest. When described in field terms, the point is obscured because the mass of the conductor energy is attributed to the interior of the dielectric, and attention is directed to the field vectors instead of the sources. In a planewave it is changes in the conduction electron velocity, external to the dielectric, which cause dA/dt.
Betatron forces
One of the many problems illuminated by the canonical ( p A ) description of momentum is the reaction to the 'electromotive force' in a transformer winding, which is mani-110 fest as a force acting on any charge Q placed in the vicinity of the winding, and is utilised as the accelerating force in betatrons. In an arrangement examined by Feynman et al. [22] , Q consists of charge distributed round the edge of an insulating disc mounted coaxially with, and fixed to, a cylindrical coil (Fig. 5) . The D vector conclude that changing the current will cause a net force on the system comprising the coil and the disc, a view shared by subsequent writers [31, 32] . Graham and Lahoz [33] have measured the torque on a cylindrical capacitor, using resonance to obtain sufficient sensitivity, and specifically present their results as evidence of a torque whose reaction acts on empty space. They and the other writers quoted do not consider the possibility of a reaction on the coil (which is omitted from the GrahamLahoz diagram), and do not refer to the Maxwell stress term in eqn. 37, although a surface drawn to exclude the coil necessarily passes through the region of greatest field intensity.
Some clarification of the 'paradox' [31] is needed, as all the electromagnetic forces are long-range, so that all electromagnetic devices provide examples of action without a local reaction. The result is remarkable only if the system is closed and the Feynman disc apparatus is not, because Q requires an opposite charge -Q. In practice, -Q is induced on the coil, in the region nearest to Q, together with the opposite charge + Q , which is removed if the coil is connected to ground. The induced charge changes the problem entirely by modifying the Efield, and causing a transfer of torque from D x B to -Q . If the coil is sufficiently long, B (and hence D x B) tends to zero, and the torques on the two charges must balance, because torque is then independent of the distance at which the charge is placed. Thus, we cannot assume that the coil carries no torque, or that it can be excluded from the momentum integral (eqn. 37) without examining 'S.
Closing the system does not eliminate the net torque produced by a coil of finite length, as is illustrated most simply by the Graham-Lahoz capacitor, in which the charge -Q is, in effect, removed from the coil to the second plate. The electric field E is confined to the annulus between the plates, so that D x B depends on the flux density B in this region, and is not zero although it is small. The capacitor also illustrates the point that the charges on the conductors are free to move, subject only to resistive damping. The Graham-Lahoz capacitor plates were connected to an AC source through suitable connections, passing radially across the annular space, and these were included in the torque measurement, which can thus be regarded as a demonstration of a J x B force on the radial wire rather than of a torque on the charges in the plates. The wire translates p -A momentum, caused by the induced EMF, into a mechanical force (eqn. 34).
The same transfer occurs in the coil, which requires wires to connect it to a supply, and these are subjected to the accumulated p -A momentum. Expressed in field terms, the necessary energy input is provided by the E x H vector around the leads, so that they contribute to the 2S integral and to D x B, although it is the stress which accounts for the force. The energy source is loosely analogous to an hydraulic pump, and this could, in principle, be integrated into the coil without radial leads, so that the torque reaction (due to the change in the po 4j2 pressure if J and A are constant) acts directly on the pump. The analogy also illustrates the role of the momentum, although care is needed in distinguishing between po and p -. The 'electrical fluid' requires a 'pipe' carrying a momentum whose density p + A is nearly equal, but opposite, to that of its contents, a point whose implications Maxwell himself did not examine, except indirectly (Section 13).
In essence, the coil forms a part of a system converting the forces associated with the energy source into electromagnetic momentum, and the role of the disc, or capacitor, is to convert this back again into observable forces.
The momentum, whether expressed as D x B or p o A , carries no implication of a net force on empty space, and any element of mystery is concerned less with the reaction than with the action, because the charge equilibrium condition which is imposed by the conductors ( f = 0, in eqn. 5) reduces the axial E-vector to zero everywhere in a planewave. In general, a superconducting coil can generate no net E-field in the direction parallel to the wire, no matter what its shape or how rapidly the current in it changes in time. The E x H description of the flow of energy in a resistanceless transformer likewise depends on the absence of an E-vector in the direction of current flow and helps to provide the explanation.
Other examples [23, 34, 351 include a device proposed by Shockley and James [36] . This was analysed relativistically by Coleman and Van Vleck [37] , who showed that there is no net force, or torque, on an electromagnet and a single charge Q, taking care to demonstrate the force on Q. The complete system consisted of two equal, but opposite, charges Q, placed one at each end of a line whose midpoint is on the axis of a field source consisting of two oppositely rotating discs carrying opposite charges along their rims. Frictional (i.e. simultaneous) forces, bring them to rest, and subject the charge pair Q to a net linear force (because of the sign reversal), which tends to move the centre of mass of the system. Coleman and Van Vleck also calculated the force on the magnetic field source by Lagrangian methods (using the Darwin Lagrangian) and have shown that the apparent lack of a reaction is due to two definitions of force, depending on whether the inertial mass includes the electromagnetic term or not. As the inertial mass density of the conduction electrons in a wire depends on their electrostatic energy (eqns. 28 and 29), this is another way of describing their mutual interaction. The change in inertia is given directly by the change in the grad 4 force, in eqn. 5 (since the two are always in balance), and 4 defines the energy.
The betatron force is closely related to the interaction between a moving charge and a magnetic field source, which appears as the Aharonov-Bohm effect [38] , and in related energy conversion devices [39] . All are examples of kinetic coupling, but observed directly on the charges, instead of as an EMF. They will be considered in more detail elsewhere, but in the present context, they illustrate the dangers in the use of the D x B vector (even by the expert) as a means of calculating force, and of directing too much attention to the fields instead of the sources. The properties underlying the charge-potential formulation, as defined by eqns. 2, 3 and 5, include both symmetry and equality of the action-reaction forces between any two charges in uniform motion, because, viewed from the reference frame of either, the force exerted on it (i.e. the E-vector) is along the instantaneous radius vector between the charges [SI.
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In general, the canonical momentum density Axial forces due to electron self-mass g, = pA + mu (51) includes the self-mass density m of the charges taken individually (and corrected, if necessary, for relativistic and lattice interaction effects), while u is the velocity of the charges carrying the momentum, not that of the source of A . Usually the mu term is very small in current-carrying conductors, but it may not always be negligible. It appears as an axial force in addition to that due to resistance (Section 10) and is relevant to experiments originally suggested by Maxwell.
In developing the concept of the electrokinetic momentum of the fluid, Maxwell (see Reference 2, Chap. 6 ) pointed to possible consequences, including a torque reaction to p -A when the current is changed in a cylindrical coil. Conversely, accelerating either a coil or a magnet should produce an observable magnetic effect. He evidently performed some experiments, with no result, and concluded that the effects could be ignored, but pointed to their fundamental importance. They were subsequently observed by Barnett [41] , for example, brought a short-circuited coil to rest, from high speed, and showed that the resulting surge of current is consistent with the assumption that the relevant momentum is confined to the mu term in eqn. 51, where m represents (approximately) the self-mass of the free electron and the p -A term has no effect. Barnett [42] obtained a similar result by observing the torque due to a change in current.
Such experiments provide a further illustration of the need for care in deriving observable forces from electromagnetic momentum. As was pointed out in Section 10, the equilibrium of the system depends on that of the pcharges, and is given by f = 0 in eqn. 5 in a resistanceless conductor, if the mu term is zero. The p + charges are then also in axial equilibrium, and no electromagnetic transients, however large or rapid, can produce any 'mechanical' force on the system, in the direction of current flow. Likewise no transient, applied 'mechanically', can have an electromagnetic effect.
The observable forces are given not by aAldt, but by the difference between grad 4 and dA/at, in the appropriate reference frame. The p -charges require a net electromagnetic force to balance the resistive and mu components, and it is this net force (adjusted in the ratio p + to p -) which acts on the lattice charges, so we obtain the commonsense result that the observable forces on the one set of charges balance those on the other, whether due to mu or to resistance. There is a very slight mismatch, when p -and p + are not equal but opposite, but the system is then no longer closed, and effects such as those considered in Section 12 have to be taken into account. Because the system is symmetrical in its two components, the same point applies whether we attempt to change the velocity of the p -or the p + charges, as in the Barnett and Tolman experiments, respectively, and it applies also to iron parts, and magnets, if we assume that the equivalence between electron spins and currents is valid for transients, as well as for steady-state conditions.
Conclusions
The paper shows that Maxwell's alternative treatment of electromagnetic momentum as a property of the charges, instead of the fields, helps to remove many of the conceptual and practical difficulties associated with the D x B vector, and may be better suited to engineering applications. The underlying choice, between field momentum and canonical momentum p A , depends on where the electromagnetic energy is assumed to be stored, and, as has been shown for planewaves, is essentially arbitrary, confirming the validity of different forms of energy flow vector [3] . It leads to two different electromagnetic theories, either of which can be used in a self-consistent way, one distinguished by the fields, particularly the fluxes, as the quantities which are physically significant, while, in the other theory, these are replaced by the potential 4
and momentum vector A . It has been shown that there is also one other fundamental distinction, between the use of a physical model of the field source, on the one hand, or a simplified equivalent, on the other, giving a total of four different descriptions of momentum in a currentcarrying circuit.
Maxwell's 'electrical fluid' concept separates a copper wire into two different groups of charges, one forming the crystal lattice 'pipe', through which the conduction electrons drift at a velocity which is, necessarily, very uniform, because of their mutual interactions. The dynamic properties of the 'fluid' are characterised by very large stored energy, momentum and mass densities, in a material such as copper, and it is the resulting momentum pressure which accounts for the forces on obstacles and at bends, in power-frequency and DC devices, as well as those operating at communication frequencies. The customary D x B vector replaces the charges by the field, and also replaces the two charge groups by a single composite, in which the energy, the mass, and the charges are described as moving at the propagation velocity c. Although the equivalent is valid in the mathematical sense, it does not correspond to any real physical process, and it has been shown that this can be confusing and misleading if the limitations of the simplified model are not kept clearly in view. The properties of the 'electrical fluid' can also be described in field terms, but depend on the superposition of fields moving at different velocities, a concept which is neither attractive to engineers, nor necessary, because the description in terms of the sources is simpler and more direct.
The planewave example illustrates many other points, including the charge-potential equivalent of the Maxwell field stress. This describes the forces as being transferred by the charges themselves, instead of through the fields around them. The stresses, expressed in either form, provide a simple and useful method of calculating force [43] , as have been illustrated by the axial forces in a current-carrying wire due to its resistance. Changes in electromagnetic momentum do not give the observable forces, for reasons which become obvious when the momentum is attributed to the charges. The concept of momentum pressure is limited to travelling waves, when it is equivalent to the stress, and it has been shown that the general field momentum theorem has very different implications, concerned more with the equilibrium of empty space than with the forces on the charges. All the properties carry over into electrically and magnetically polarisable materials, which are described in charge-potential terms as sources, such as dipole chains, which carry momentum, and in which the tensions and sideways pressures are the equivalent of the field stresses, but represent interactions between the dipoles, in place of those between field lines. This shows that the difference between D x B and c 0 E x B, which is one of the longstanding problems of field theory, is a matter of distinguishing between the forces on two different groups of charge, one of which is outside the dielectric and is commonly neglected.
Two apparent paradoxes of field theory, concerned with the reaction to betatron forces and the interactions between current elements, have been shown to be due to a lack of sufficient attention to the sources, together with a neglect of the Maxwell stress. The latter, although commonly rejected, necessarily has as much physical reality as the field momentum. The paradoxes disappear in the charge-potential formulation, which shows that all charge interactions are symmetrical, and explains why field theory suggests otherwise. Mathematical formalism has been avoided because the paper is written specifically for engineers, but the underlying proofs are provided by modern electromagnetic theory, in which the properties of canonical momentum, and of the potential 4-vector, together with its relationships to the field vectors, are very well known. The only novelty is in distinguishing clearly between the concepts which are customarily blurred or treated as analogues of no practical interest.
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The author is indebted to Prof. B.M. Bird and Prof. J.F. Eastham, and to Bath and Bristol Universities, for help and facilities. c2 at div A = ---Returning now to the expression for the electric field (eqn. A), it is seen that the terms on the right-hand side It is seen that the component of E along the conductor is zero, the electrons gain no momentum in this idealised case.
It must be admitted that art. 590 in Maxwell's treatise is misleading, if not actually incorrect! It is stated there that: 'The vector A represents in direction and magnitude the time-integral of the electromotive force which a particle placed at the point would experience if the primary current were suddenly stopped'. Perhaps it is better to turn to art. 405, where we find '. . . a vector A related to B, the magnetic induction, in such a way that the lineintegral of A, extended round the closed curve, is equal to the surface-integral of B, extended over a surface bounded by the closed curve'.
Maxwell translated Faraday's ideas into a mathematical form. We must teach our students these ideas and they, in turn, must acquire a knowledge of vector algebra, the natural language in which to describe the phenomena of electrodynamics.
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31st August 1988 Department of Engineering Science University of Oxford Parks Road Oxford OX1 3PJ
I believe that it is Dr. Allen who misunderstands the key concept of the paper. The point is a very fundamental and important one, and I am sorry if I have not spelt it out sufficiently clearly, but I think that Dr. Allen cannot have read the paper very closely. I notice that he refers to Panofsky and Phillips for eqn. F, and ignores my eqn.
12.
The electromagnetic momentum is certainly not the 'mechanical' momentum, and I have not suggested that it is. On the contrary, I state specifically (Section 5, p. 481) that the mu term is assumed to be small, having given the electromagnetic mass density at the foot of p. 480. This illustrates directly the difference between the two different concepts of momentum. Maxwell not only showed that he understood this very clearly, but he placed great emphasis on it, for example at the end, art. 569, of Reference A, where he takes up, and answers, Dr. Allen's point. The distinction is also very familiar to modern physicists in the two terms of the canonical momentum mu + qA.
It is because mu is ignored that the charges are in equilibrium, in a resistanceless conductor, under the action of the 'electrostatic' and aA/at forces. E is then zero in eqn. A, but this does not mean that the electromagnetic momentum qA is zero; it means that the applied EMFs and back EMFs are in balance, to use terms familiar to most engineers. It is the back EMF which represents the momentum, a concept whose simplicity appealed to Maxwell, and is familiar to engineers in the term 'flywheel diode', for example. This describes a device used to prevent damage due to the 'electrokinetic momentum' which Dr. Allen does not accept.
Reference C may help to clarify the point. I discuss Dr. Allen's plane-wave equations, and the momentum concept, in much more detail in another paper now under consideration. Abandoning the 'explanation' of the 
